COCHRANE BMX ASSOCIATION
Commitment

Community

Competition

Cochrane BMX Association is a non-profit organization run entirely by
volunteers; without volunteers, racing will not be possible. Ask how you
can help!
Volunteer Bond FAQ

1. Who decided to have a volunteer bond?
This requirement was introduced by Cochrane BMX Association Board in 2016 to promote and
encourage parents to volunteer and get involved with the club.
2. Why is there a volunteer bond?
The volunteer bond was introduced to encourage Cochrane BMX members to get involved in
the club. It requires many hands to run a successful race night and with the recent growth of the
club, we need to ensure that we balance the increased demands against our philosophy of
making BMX fun and affordable.
3. How much is the volunteer bond?
The volunteer bond is $200 per family.
4. How many hours do I need to put in?
A minimum of 20 hours is required but the board will encourage all families to continue past the
requirement.
5. I unfortunately don't have time to volunteer, do I have to?
No, you can opt out of the volunteer bond and pay the $200 fee but please remember that
Cochrane BMX is run 100% by volunteers and we need everyone’s help for a successfully run
season.
6. What roles are available?
There are numerous volunteer opportunity/roles available throughout the BMX season. Many
are these are simple and don't require any special training or abilities. We will host a parent’s
information session at the beginning of the season where we will explain all the different
volunteer options that will be available.
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7. If I do not compete the minimum 20 hours, will my cheque get cashed?
Yes.
8. If I only compete 15 or 16 hours will you still cash my cheque?
Yes, but there will be plenty of chances to complete the requirement such as year-end clean-up
and track tear down work parties.
Any other questions, please talk to one the board members.
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